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Where Do I Start?

(Do I do it myself or use a self-publishing provider?) You Have Two Options.

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
This is when you take charge of working out each process of your book production. 
From finding your printer, getting an ISBN number, formatting the inside, designing 
your book cover to book distribution. This helps to make sure that you retain control 
of your work and rights.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
A Self-Publishing provider (commonly called a “Self Publishing Company”) provides 
some or all of the publishing services needed for the author to get his/her book 
into print.  This requires less work for the author as he/she only works with the one 
company to get his/her book published; but the author needs to make sure he/
she does not lose control of the publishing process. The author also needs to make 
sure that he/she will not lose any rights to the book. Also beware of any long-term 
contracts.

Spiderwize: We provide all of the publishing services needed to get your book into 
print. All of our authors retain all rights to their book and can cancel their contract 
with us any time (at no additional expense). Our authors have input at every stage of 
the production of their book.
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Is My Book Edited and Ready for the World to Read?

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
If you decide that your work requires someone to edit your manuscript then the 
first course of action would be to ask friends or writing contacts of anyone they can 
recommend. Also, you can search for an editor on Google, but make sure you pay 
close attention to the editor’s credentials.

Whoever you choose to edit / proofread your book, make sure they have the skills / 
experience / qualifications.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
Some self-publishing providers do offer editing services but as with any editing 
service make sure that they have the necessary skills to edit your book. Also, make 
sure you get a quote of how much they will charge to edit your book. If you feel 
the cost is high, then we would recommend getting a quote from a separate editor. 
You can always get someone else to edit your book before you get the Publishing 
Provider to publish your book.

Spiderwize: At Spiderwize our team of editors are highly qualified and have been 
editing books for many years. With our Premium and Exclusive packages editing is 
already included; however you can add on Editing and Proof Reading to any off the 
packages we offer for an additional cost.
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Finding a Printer - Specifications

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
We feel it is important to find the printer you wish to use now as many printers 
have specifications they require you to set your book to. Knowing what these 
specifications are now will help to save delays and extra cost in the future.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
If the Self-Publishing Provider uses their own printers then you generally do not 
need to worry about printer specifications as the provider will take care of this at the 
formatting and design stage.

Spiderwize does this for you: When using our services you don’t need to worry 
about any printer specifications – we take care of these. We use the latest digital 
printing technology in order to provide you with the highest quality author copies.
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Finding a Printer – Type of Printing
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Finding a Printer – Printing Costs

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
When looking for a printer it is important that you get printing quotes. This will help 
you decide which printer to use. It may pay you to shop around even outside your 
own geographical area.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
We highly recommend that you ask the provider example of costs they will charge to 
print each copy of your book. You need to be careful of this as a lot of providers can 
charge inflated prices to print a copy of your book.

Spiderwize: We are very proud of our printing costs. That is why you will find us 
offering one of the lowest printing costs as a provider.  
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ISBN Number

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
Only publishers can purchase ISBN numbers. So for you to purchase the ISBN number 
you will need to set yourself up as a publisher. This means you need to think of an 
imprint name you want your book to be published under. Remember that customer 
and bookshop owners will see this imprint name, so choose wisely.

You will need to purchase an ISBN number from your local ISBN agency. Each country 
has its own agency. If you are located in the UK you will need to purchase a minimum 
block of 10 ISBN numbers from Nielsen. Their website: www.isbn.nielsenbook.co.uk

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
Most providers include the ISBN cost and do not require to you register as a 
publisher. Your book will be published under the provider’s imprint name so you do 
not need to set yourself up as a publisher.

Spiderwize does this for you: The ISBN is included in our publishing packages. We 
have pre-registered ISBN numbers so we can assign one to your book immediately. 
You do not need to contact an ISBN agency.
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Formatting the Interior of Your Manuscript

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
There are many aspects of your book to think about when your book is being 
formatted. You will need to make sure your formatting includes any setting that your 
printer requires. You could format your book yourself but we always recommend 
getting an experienced designer to do this for you.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
Most providers will include formatting in their service. You may wish to purchase a 
sample copy of one of their books first so you can see the quality of the formatting. 
You usually do not have to worry about any printer specifications as the provider will 
take care of this.

Spiderwize does this for you: Our publishing packages include high quality 
interior formatting. We will also make sure that your interior includes all necessary 
specifications that our printers require.
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Designing Your Book Cover

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
As with formatting, we would recommend that you hire a designer to do this for 
you (preferably someone experienced in cover design). The designer will need to 
make sure that they include any settings that your printer requires which will include 
setting the correct bleeds at the edges of the cover. The spine width of the cover 
will need to be set correctly which depends on how many pages your book consists 
of (your printer will be able to give you the correct spine size). You will also need to 
make sure that your back cover includes a barcode of your ISBN number.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
Most providers include cover design. If this is the case, then you would not need 
to worry about cover specifications. We would recommend that you look at other 
books they have published to check the quality of their designs. Something to watch 
out for is that some providers will use a set design template with a small/limited 
selection of images for the author to choose from. This is not recommended; your 
cover needs to be unique, and not be an ‘off-the-shelf’ choice that may well appear 
on another book!

Spiderwize provides a unique cover: Our Publishing Packages include bespoke 
cover design (front, spine and back cover). Our experienced cover designers makes 
every design from scratch and we will use images / styles that reflect the contents 
of your book. Our fees include our designers using our own images (we have a huge 
selection as we source our images from professional stock image companies). Or 
authors can supply their own images to integrate into the design. We will also add 
the necessary barcode.
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Make Files into Print-Ready Files

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
You will need to check with your printers which formats they will accept the print-
ready files in. In most cases this is in PDF format but some printers will also accept 
files in design program formats including Adobe InDesign. When saving to your 
printer’s preferred format (designer should be able to help you with this – that is, if 
you outsourced) make sure the files are saved with any needed settings, especially 
important for PDF files, e.g. they may require all fonts to be embedded, for the PDF 
to be distilled and for a certain colour profile to be used.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
Your provider should take care of this for you. Just check before signing up.

Spiderwize does this for you: We take care of making your files into print-ready PDF 
files. Our files will be set to all of the correct printer specifications. Our Print-Ready 
Files specifications are set to a high standard for best printing results.
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Proof Reading Ready to Print Files

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
Once you have your ready to print files, go over them carefully checking the text for 
any errors. 

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
The provider should have a proof round stage where they supply you with the print-
ready files for you to check and confirm that you are happy with them. Make sure 
you are aware how many revision rounds the provider will allow and if there are any 
extra charges for making revisions.

Spiderwize: We will give you PDF versions of your interior and cover proofs for you 
to check and confirm that you are happy with them (these proofs are the print-
ready files). We include a number of revision rounds depending on which package 
you choose. Once we have made your requested changes we will send you new PDF 
proofs for you to confirm that you are happy with them.
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Setting the Book’s Price

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
The first step to working out your book pricing is to find out the actual printing cost 
for each copy of your book (your printer will be able to give you this information). 
You will then need to add the amount of royalties you wish to make per book. 
Next, you will need to add the trade discount. The trade discount is the amount of 
discount the wholesaler / retailer receives off from the retail price.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
The provider will usually work out the pricing for you, but be aware that some 
providers will not give you much input as to what price / royalties / trade discount 
is selected. Many providers have a set percentage amount of royalties and trade 
discount for all of their books which you cannot change. Look out for providers that 
set all of their books to the same retail price regardless to the amount of pages the 
book has.

Spiderwize: We will give authors guidance and advice as to what pricing options 
they should go for (including royalties and trade discounts), but at the end of the day 
the author has the last say and can choose what options he/she prefers. Our pricing 
system is very flexible for the authors, which helps to make sure that our authors’ 
books retail pricing is competitive to other books in the market.
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Book Distribution

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
If you are looking for comprehensive distribution where someone else takes care of 
this for you, then you may wish to see which printers offer this service. 

There are a couple of POD (print-on-demand) printers that will also offer a 
distribution service.  Other alternatives are to find a third party book distributor who 
will stock your book and send out copies when there are orders – though this could 
be a disadvantage if your books are POD as you may have to supply the distributor 
with a number of printed copies. 

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
Many providers offer a distribution service. Check which retailers / wholesalers the 
provider will distribute to and for how long the distribution lasts.

Spiderwize does this for you: Some of our Publishing Packages include distribution 
to retailers and wholesalers. We take care of setting this up. We distribute your book 
to all major book wholesalers’ databases in the UK and USA.  All of our books that we 
have published appear on Amazon UK, Amazon.com and many popular book retail 
websites. Our packages include distribution for 1 year; after the distribution period 
ends you will be sent an annual invoice for £24.00 to keep the distribution service 
going. You can also buy your own copies direct from us at the author discount rate. 
This gives you the option to also distribute your own copies.
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Printing Your First Copy

Option 1

Fully Self Publishing
You should print a first copy to check that the book has printed as you expected. Only 
once you have seen your first printed copy and are happy with the results, should 
you proceed with marketing and ordering any copies in bulk.

Option 2

Self-Publishing Provider
Most providers’ publishing costs include sending you at least one copy. We would 
always advise that you check you are happy with this copy before you order any 
more.

Spiderwize does this for you: Depending on which publishing Package you choose, 
we will send you a number of complimentary copies. We always ask authors to make 
sure that they are happy with the complementary copies before purchasing any 
further copies. We are not expecting any errors but we feel it is always best to stay 
on the side of caution.
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Marketing

Keep reading 

to see what 

Spiderwize can 

offer!
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Marketing help                    can offer you!

TALKING CROW
J I M   C L A R K S O N

Available on

ISBN 978-1-908128-79-9 £7.99
www.spiderwize.com

His is a poetry which has sprouted like a weed growing between cracks in the pavement; a poetry which has spread like mushrooms in a cellar.

Available on

ISBN 978-1-908128-79-9 £7.99

www.spiderwize.com

His is a poetry 

which has 

sprouted like a 

weed growing 

between cracks 

in the pavement; 

a poetry which 

has spread like 

mushrooms in a 

cellar.

TALKING
CROW

J I M   C L A R K S O N

TALKING CROW
J I M   C L A R K S O N

Available on

Jim Clarkson is a lucky git.

He has written poetry since he was 17 and mostly he has done this in pockets of 
time in-between doing other stuff. 

His is a poetry which has sprouted like a weed growing between cracks in the 
pavement; a poetry which has spread like mushrooms in a cellar. Often he has 
referred to it as bandit poetry, because that’s how it’s been written - in stolen 
moments at 5 in the morning, or in car parks, or at the top of the stairs waiting for 
children to go to sleep. 

In May 2015 he got through to the Poetry Slam final with his poem, Things to 
Come. There, wearing a rather smart suit, he was fortunate enough to win. He 
celebrated eating crisps with his daughter listening to very loud music on the 
journey home.

The poems in this collection are a bit miserable. But they are also a bit funny. If 
you can, please read them at 5 in the morning, or in car parks, or at the top of the 
stairs waiting for children to go to sleep. 

Old Skull Face, a family friend.

ISBN 978-1-908128-79-9 £7.99

www.spiderwize.com

Keep turning 

to see what 

packages we 

offer!
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PR For Books 

Cameron Publicity & Marketing
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What                      can offer

Service POD Basic Premium Deluxe All Inclusive

Editor’s Evaluation      
 One on One 

Publishing Assistant      
Editing & Proof Reading      

Choice of book size      
Choice of Hard or Softback      

Colour Images Included      
Complete Book Layout      

Cover Designs 2 2 3 3 4 4

ISBN & Barcode     x2 x2

Proof Type PDF PDF Hard Copy Hard Copy Hard Copy Hard Copy

Global Book
Distribition      

Author Copies   50 50 50 20

Author Discount
of Reprints      

E-Book      
E-Book Distribution      

Marketing Materials      
Book Trailer      

Author Website      
Royalties Paid 

on all Sales      

Price £350 £499 £799 £1299 £1999 £2799

Visit www.spiderwize.com to get started

The Publishing Packages:
Which is right for you?

Spiderwize, Remus House, Coltsfoot Drive, Woodston, Peterborough, PE2 9BF
 01733 898103    info@spiderwize.com   www.spiderwize.com

E-Book


